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Munisha Khatwani [3] is super popular amongst celebrities. Why? She can read cards and foretell their future. Yes, she is
renowned for her prowess in astrology, numerology and Tarot card reading. Furthermore, she added another feather in her cap
after becoming a contestant in Star Plus’ kick-ass reality show, Survivor India [4], produced by Miditech. The show is currently
on air but the episodes have been shot earlier in Philippines.
“I returned to India two layers darker and eight to ten kilos lighter,” smiles the mysterious lady. She goes on to share that
before flying out of the country, she did read her own future in order to find out if she could handle the pressure or not. “I did not
seek to know I will win or not as I did not want to form any pre-conceived notions.”
Furthermore, she tells that her brother pushed her and gave her confidence to say “yes” to Survivor India. “I decided to
challenge myself and situations were quite tough in the island. I have returned with a stronger frame of mind.”
Not only that, she also made some great friends in the process. “I never thought that people can actually gel with each other in
such extreme conditions. Karan, Abhinav, Timmy, Rajesh and Shilpa became great friends and stood by me during the show all
the time,” she divulges.
However, things were not so friendly with the other contestant, Payal Rohatgi [5]. This is what she has to say about the sultry
beauty. “She is someone with whom you cannot be friends. I agree that conditions were tough, but she was not the only one
who was facing it. She should have been more patient and behaved in a more level-headed manner,” says a disgruntled
Munisha.
And this is what she has to say about the recent development wherein Karan Patel, her friend and fellow contestant, was
accused of physically abusing Payal, “I don’t know what exactly happened. But I can vouch for Karan as he is a very sweet
friend of mine. Karan jaisa hai woh saamne dikhta hai…I think it is a publicity gimmick.” Finally, Munisha ends with this query,
“Why the hell is Payal behind Karan’s life when she is in a relationship with Sangram?”
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Hmm…quite an observation, we must say. Hope Payal is listening to Munisha’s query!!!
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